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OPEN ON

MARTA (O.S.)
Never have I seen such brutal 
incompetence in my entire fucking 
life!

INT. STUDIO KITCHEN -- DAY

MARTA DOS SANTOS EMBOABA SILVA JUNIOR (41), imposing, Latin, 
and brimming with PASSIONATE rage yells into the faces of 
numerous CONTESTANTS on a TV cooking show. 

MARTA
Bullshit!

MARTA (CONT'D)
It’s raw!

MARTA (CONT'D)
You fucking crouton!

MARTA (CONT'D)
Slug!

MARTA (CONT'D)
You’re the human equivalent of 
margarine you fake tub of buttery 
shit.

INT. INTERVIEW STATION

Calm on the outside, but still fiery, Marta sits for her 
interview before a TV decal that reads “MARTA’S MANIA”. 

MARTA
People call my style harsh. I call 
it passion. If you can’t keep up, 
it’s not my fault if you get 
burned. 

For great chefs food comes before 
feelings.

INT. HOUSE - KITCHEN -- DAY

Marta continues her tirade. 

MARTA
The chicken is dry. The sauce lacks 
depth and this - 
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She holds up some green beans on her fork. 

MARTA (CONT'D)
Trivial. Unnecessary.
Next time serve it on the floor 
because this is dog food. 

Rather than another weary contestant, the recipient of the 
abuse is SIMONA (8), Marta’s daughter. 

Simona’s eyes well with tears. 

MARTA (CONT'D)
Oh, what? Are you going to cry? Are 
you a little baby? There’s no 
crying in the kitchen Simona.

At that moment Simona’s father GEORGE enters - seeing the 
situation, he immediately goes over to comfort his daughter. 

GEORGE
(to Marta)

Again? Seriously Marta? She’s only 
eight!

MARTA
Yes. And when I was her age I was 
already eleven. 
(to Simona)
You want to be a Michelin quality 
chef one day don’t you?

Simona wipes her nose. 

SIMONA
Yes chef.

GEORGE
-baby you don’t need to. You can be 
whatever you like- 
MARTA

-And end up like her father? 
Running a food truck -

GEORGE (CONT'D)
- she’s just a kid. Let her 
enjoy life and not fill her 
head with all this bullshit.

Simona shrinks. 

Her mother’s words are the loudest. 

MARTA (O.C.) (CONT'D)
Pathetic. Mediocre bullshit! Shit, 
shit, shit, shit, shit, shit, shit, 
shit!
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INT. NONA’S: KITCHEN -- DAY

Loudest still to this day. 

Simona (26) - short, with dark hair and a streak of red - a 
fiery temperament and a chip on her shoulder. 

A gas burner flickers on, this time in a small professional 
kitchen - the back of a family-owed restaurant 

Simona sharpens her knife with violent precision. She 
finishes. And blows off the blade like an assassin blowing 
smoke from their pistol. 

The explosion is that of food. Simona dices and chops, sautés 
and tastes and seasons with a fiery intensity.

She is an artist, everything she does is musical - every 
motion filled with passion and intensity. She is utterly lost 
in the moment and loving it. 

Next to her is Alex (29), reserved both in his cooking style 
and demeanor.

The two line cooks interchange positions to grab ingredients, 
working on the same wave length.

A fryer basket of breaded Calamari drops into sizzling oil. 

Rapidly:

Mushrooms are CHOPPED. 
A cream sauces comes to a BOIL. 
Pasta is DUMPED into boiling water. 
A lemon SLICED. 
A frying pan full of pasta and cream sauce is FLIPPED 
elegantly. 
A ramekin is FILLED with tzatziki. 

The calamari are LIFTED from the fryer - they’re on the 
crispy side. Very crispy. Too crispy. 

Simona puts the final touch on her pasta dish and drops it 
off at the service counter. 

SIMONA
Papardelle up. 

Proud, she watches as her impeccable dish is carried off into 
the dining room. 
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Then she sees BRANDON (17) - a fry cook who truly embodies 
his work - a greasy, awkward teenager covered in acne - 
approach the service window with the truly unfortunate 
calamari. What the fuck is that?

She stops him. 

SIMONA (CONT'D)
Where are you going with that? 

BRANDON
To the - ah - window- 

SIMONA
I know where you think you’re 
going.

She grabs the dish from him. 

SIMONA (CONT'D)
But here’s where you should 
actually be headed.

She dumps the food in the trash. 

SIMONA (CONT'D)
Where did you learn how to plate? A 
barn? Do it again. 

Brandon walks away, over it. Sighing. 

SIMONA (CONT'D)
And watch how long you leave them 
in the fryer for. Not everyone 
wants to be as greasy as you. 

She gets back to her station. 

ALEX
Harsh. 

SIMONA
He’s got to learn somehow. 

Simona looks up to see the head chef, AMILIO (40) - large, 
imposing and red-faced - place fish on the service counter. 
It’s sloppy even from a distance. 

SIMONA (CONT'D)
He’s not the only one...

She nods over to Amilio. 
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ALEX
Here we go...

SIMONA
You can’t tell me you enjoy working 
for him. The guy wouldn’t know a 
good plate if it fell on his fat, 
fucking bald head. 

Simona slams her knife through an onion - Amilio’s head in 
the background seeming to fall directly under her blade.

AN OLD ITALIAN WOMAN 

...Looks sternly out from her place on the worn masthead over 
the door. It reads NONA’S.

INT. NONA’S - ENTRANCE -- CONTINUOUS

It isn’t the only part of the restaurant that feels dated. 
The place has seen better days.

Paint dulls behind the ancient family photographs, the 
furniture old, the atmosphere dead.  

JOE (55), the restaurant owner - doing his best to look like 
a character out of the Sopranos - sits at a table near the 
front, fidgeting with a pen. 

Near him is DINA (24), the hostess, and also his girlfriend. 

A couple enters and Joe jumps up from his table to shake 
their hands. 

He spooks them. The couple rushes to their table. 

DINING ROOM -- CONTINUOUS

CAM, a waiter in his 20’s, cashes out two business-types at 
another table.

BUSINESS MAN JUSTIN
Financial fluctuations. 

BUSINESS MAN COLIN
Tell me about it.

Cam eyes the first man, interested.

CAM
And your change. 
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He sets down the tray, underneath it is a piece of paper with 
a phone number. 

Business man Justin takes the change, and sees the number. He 
stiffens, uncomfortable. 

The pair get up quickly and leave. 

CAM (CONT'D)
Thanks guys.

Cam lifts the meager tip off the table.

CAM (CONT'D)
Thanks a lot...

INT. SERVICE WINDOW -- CONTINUOUS

Cam drops the empty plates off near the kitchen, passing DOUG 
(41) the restaurant manager, leaning against the wall.

DOUG
Strike out.

CAM
Even the pros miss a few.

DOUG
They also hit a few too.

CAM
When was the last time you scored 
Doug?

Doug frowns. His answer is to grab a bread stick from next to 
the service window and start nibbling. His teeth have no 
chance against the granite-like texture. He recoils.

INT. DINING ROOM -- NIGHT 

Closing time. Chairs stacked on tables. A huddle of wait-
staff cash out for the night. 

INT. KITCHEN -- NIGHT 

Alex finishes cleaning down his area. He grabs his coat. 

ALEX
Night guys. 
See you tomorrow. 
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SIMONA
Night Alex. 

She stares after him. 

ALEX
Oh, tomorrow’s my birthday, if you 
two want to join for a drink after 
work? 

SIMONA
(so fucking eager)

For sure! 

She curses her eagerness. 

SIMONA (CONT'D)
(trying to save it)

I mean, ya I’ll check if I’m free. 

ALEX
Alright. Later. 

Alex exits through the back door. Simona watches him go. 

Cam joins her. 

CAM
I don’t understand how someone can 
be so fierce in the kitchen and so 
painfully awkward outside it. Just 
go for it already. 

SIMONA
Shut up.

CAM
Seriously, you’re slower with guys 
than you are with clean up.
Time to put some of your passion 
into getting on that. 

SIMONA
It’s a bad idea to bring feelings 
into the kitchen.

CAM
Simona, that’s how you end up dying 
alone and getting eaten by your 14 
cats. 

SIMONA
I don’t have cats. 
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CAM
That’s how it always starts. 

INT. APARTMENT BUILDING - HALLWAY -- NIGHT

Drab. Crumbling. This building too has seen better days. 
Simona drags her feet up the sad linoleum stairs. Tired.

A door pops open. 

MRS. WEI
Simona.

She stops and looks at her landlord, Mrs. WEI (51) a short 
Asian woman. 

MRS. WEI (CONT'D)
The rent is due soon. 

SIMONA
Sure Mrs. Wei. Also my lights are 
still-

Mrs. Wei closes the door, cutting her off. 

SIMONA (CONT'D)
(finishing)

...broken.

INT. SIMONA’S APARTMENT -- NIGHT

Simona slumps into her apartment, which is in mild disarray. 
It’s the living space of a person who’s entire existence is 
their job.

The single light-bulb flickers slowly to life. The rest of 
the lights don’t work. 

She dumps her stuff, crossing to GORDON THE PARROT perched in 
a cage. 

She opens the cage door, offering a treat. 

SIMONA
Did you miss me? 

GORDON THE PARROT
Didn’t miss. 

Simona feeds another treat. 
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SIMONA
How about now? 

GORDON THE PARROT
You’re a hack. You’re a hack.  

Simona sighs.

SIMONA
Thanks Gord.

Simona heads for bed. 

INT. NONA’S: KITCHEN -- DAY

A knife glides through an onion at a dazzling speed. Simona 
chops. Next to her, Alex is immersed in a dish.  

Simona pauses, she glances at Cam who gives her an impatient 
look. Get on with it.

SIMONA
Hey Alex -

He looks up. 

SIMONA (CONT'D)
Is that invite is still on the 
table? 

ALEX
Ahh sure

SIMONA
Cool. I’m in then.

(adding)
And Happy Birthday by the way. 

ALEX
Thanks.

Alex makes eye contact with her and smiles. She awkwardly 
pulls her gaze away. But smiles to herself. 

SIMONA
Need anything from the pantry while 
I’m going?

ALEX
All good. 

Simona walks away, sneaking a glance back.
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INT. PANTRY -- MOMENTS LATER

Finding what she needed, Simona exits the pantry, heading 
down the stairs. 

INT. STAIRS -- CONTINUOUS

Simona hears hushed voices and pauses at the bottom of the 
stairs, just around the corner from the conversation.

JOE
...We’re sliding. Something has to 
change. 

AMILIO
So? What do you want me to do? 

She steals a glance at Joe and Amilio.

JOE
I want you to do your job and get 
customers in the door! 

AMILIO
My job is to cook. That’s it. 

JOE
Your job is to get people to crave 
and covet and take Goddamn pictures 
of that food! Every critic that 
comes in here gives us a half-ass 
review and it’s killing us! Killing 
us! We’ve got maybe a month or two 
left. If we don’t turn this around, 
we’re toast. Understand? 

AMILIO
Ya... alright. I’ll figure 
something out. 

Simona pauses. Reflecting on the conversation. 

INT. KITCHEN -- CONTINUOUS

Simona walks back to her station. Flattened. Thoughtful. 

INT. KITCHEN -- LATER

Simona looks up, watching Amilio put a dish on the service 
counter. It looks terrible. She grimaces. As Amilio walks 
away from the counter, Joe’s words ring in her head. 
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She makes up her mind. 

Across the kitchen in a flash, Simona grabs the dish off the 
counter. She pulls another plate along-side the first - 
diligently re-plating the entire thing and to a much higher 
order. 

She has a quick taste, and isn’t pleased either. 

SIMONA
It’s not even fucking seasoned. 

Simona quickly seasons the protein before putting the greatly 
improved dish on the service counter. 

She turns away. Only to come face to face with Amilio. 

AMILIO
What was that? 

SIMONA
Ahh-

She prepares herself. 

SIMONA (CONT'D)
Your dish was hideous. And bland. 

AMILIO
You dare question my food in my 
kitchen!?

Now everyone is watching.

SIMONA
Your food has about as much flavour 
as a pair of beige cargo shorts.

AMILIO
My food is just fine! 

SIMONA
-Do you hear yourself? In what 
world is ‘fine’ good enough? It’s 
closer to Michigan quality than 
Michelin quality. I hope for your 
wife’s sake that you fuck with more 
passion than you run a kitchen.

AMILIO
Wow. Someone’s PMSing today.
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SIMONA
PMSing?! So I guess Gordon fucking 
Ramsey is PMSing all the time? Or 
maybe he just doesn’t want to feed 
people dog shit! Why do I have to 
bleed between my legs to have a 
fucking opinion?????? 

INT. JOE’S OFFICE -- DAY

Simona sits across from Joe in the cramped office space - a 
kid in the principal’s office. 

JOE
So...

Awkward silence. 

JOE (CONT'D)
(cringing, awkward)

Are you PMSing?

Simona rolls her eyes. 

SIMONA
No.

JOE
Okay. 

He sighs. 

SIMONA
Look Joe. I’ll be honest-

JOE
That’ll be nice for a change...

SIMONA
Amilio is going to sink this place. 
His food, his attitude. It’s not 
good enough.

JOE
And your attitude isn’t helping. 
I’m running a business here. How am 
I going to make a buck if my 
kitchen keeps redoing dishes and 
wasting food? I trust Amilio. And 
you need to as well. Now get back 
on the line. And don’t let me hear 
about this again. Capiche?
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SIMONA
Ca fucking piche...

INT. KITCHEN -- LATER

Amilio glares at Simona as she returns to the kitchen. He 
approaches her. Under his breath--

AMILIO
Joe might’ve gone easy on you 
today, but I’m not going to. 
Tonight you’re going to stay late 
and clean this place top to bottom. 
The counters, floors, fridges and 
even- 

On cue a puff of black smoke rises up. Brandon walks away 
coughing, his front covered in black soot.

AMILIO (CONT'D)
-the ovens. And that’s just the 
start. Count yourself lucky. Yes?

Simona grits her teeth. 

SIMONA
Yes chef. 

Simona is at a loss for words. 

She slinks back to her station. Alex silently works next to 
her. 

SIMONA (CONT'D)
I guess I can’t make tonight.

INT. KITCHEN -- LATER

Alex and Cam and a few of the other wait-staff head out. The 
door closes. Simona is alone. 

She turns to look at the kitchen.

INT. OVEN -- LATER

Simona is up to her waist in the industrial-sized oven, 
scratching and buffing her way at the back. She tries to 
adjust her position and bangs her head on the top of the 
oven. 
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SIMONA
Fuck!

She pauses, resting her arm. Laying on the oven shelf. 
Defeated.  

NONA (O.C.)
That’s not the best way...

Simona jumps, bashing her head on top of the stove again. 

She stands up. Holding her head. Looking at NONA (71) in the 
flesh. A short, round Italian woman with a nest of grey hair.  

NONA (CONT'D)
Use a gun or jump from some high 
place. Don’t ruin this oven.

SIMONA
Oh, no- I was just... cleaning.

Nona shrugs - she doesn’t believe it, but fine. 

SIMONA (CONT'D)
Who are you? 

NONA
I am Nona.

She points to a replica of the store mast head - it’s her 
face exactly, expression spot on. 

SIMONA
Whoa.

NONA
Why you are here?

SIMONA
I work here. I’m a cook. 

NONA
(not hearing)

Ah ha, come with me.

SIMONA
I- 

NONA
You kill yourself later. 
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INT. SERVICE HALLWAYS -- CONTINUOUS

Simona follows Nona, who moves quickly through the space. 

They walk up a flight of stairs. 

INT. PREP KITCHEN -- CONTINUOUS

Nona walks through the prep kitchen to a door. 

She unlocks it.

INT. NONA’S APARTMENT -- CONTINUOUS

The small residence is homey and European, with an abundance 
of doilies. 

NONA
(scolding)

Ah ah ah 

Nona waves a pair of slippers at Simona who takes them. 

NONA (CONT'D)
(in Italian; subtitled)

You put on or you catch your death.

Simona holds onto the slippers, not putting them on. 

Nona gestures to a small wooden table. 

NONA (CONT'D)
Sit... sit, sit.

Simona sits. 

Nona hovers over a large pot on the stove. 

She stirs like a witch standing over a caldron - whispering 
into the sauce. 

NONA (CONT'D)
(in Italian)

To eat is to feel. To feel is to 
eat.

She tosses a pinch of seasoning dramatically into the pot, 
punctuating the last word of her spell. 

She ladles out a portion into a small bowl over some fresh 
pasta.
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SIMONA
Oh I’m not hungry...

NONA
Huh? 

SIMONA
I’m fine thank you.

NONA
Ah ha.

Nona nods and then adds another scoop. 

She drops the bowl in front of Simona and sits down. 

NONA (CONT'D)
Mangia.

SIMONA
I’m really not-

NONA
Mangia! 

It wasn’t a question.

Simona has a bite. 

Immediately, she’s taken aback by how delicious it is - a 
good mood falling over her like a warm blanket. 

Simona stuffs her face. 

NONA (CONT'D)
I am old woman, no one listens to 
me unless their mouth is too full 
to talk.

Simona tries to agree with her mouth full.

SIMONA
Mhmmmfffmm

NONA
My son Joey, he tell me: Nona you 
can’t work no more you’re too old. 
Nona you can’t drive, you almost 
kill someone... la la la... They 
talk and no listen.  You 
understand?

Simona nods furiously.
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NONA (CONT'D)
You have the passion. You want them 
to listen? Give them food. You feed 
them, they will feel it. 

Simona continues to nod and eat. She finishes the last of it. 

NONA (CONT'D)
You are good girl... Now get out.

She shoos Simona to the door, snatching the slippers from 
her.

SIMONA
Thank-

The door slams in her face. 

SIMONA (CONT'D)
-you?

Simona walks away, puzzled. 

INT. NONA’S: KITCHEN -- NIGHT

The oven door swings upwards. 

Simona takes off her apron - she’s covered in soot. But she’s 
finished. Finally.

EXT. SIMONA’S APARTMENT BUILDING -- NIGHT

All the lights are out in the 10 story building. 

INT. HALLWAY -- NIGHT

Stuck to Simona’s door is a note: 

“Rent!!!”

Simona tears it off. 

INT. SIMONA APARTMENT -- NIGHT

Simona looks her phone while standing at Gordon’s cage - the 
bars open. She clicks on a picture of Alex on Instagram and 
sighs.

She feeds Gordon a treat. 
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SIMONA
Go on buddy. Say it. What’s it 
today? Fuck face? Loser? Hit me 
with it. 

Gordon takes the treat. 

Simona turns away. 

GORDON THE PARROT
I love you.

Simona freezes. 

SIMONA
Come again? 

Gordon flies out of the cage and lands on her shoulder.

GORDON THE PARROT
I love you.

Gordon nuzzles his beak into Simona’s neck. She laughs.

SIMONA
Must’ve been a really good treat. 

She looks at the ‘Rent’ note on her counter. 

SIMONA (CONT'D)
(to herself)

Treat...

INT. SIMONA’S APARTMENT -- LATER

DING!

Simona pulls a batch of cookies out of the oven.  

SIMONA
Nothing like some late-night baking 
ah Gord?

GORDON THE PARROT
Smells great.

SIMONA
You’re freaking me out Gord.
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INT. APARTMENT BUILDING - HALLWAY -- NIGHT

Simona places a tupperware container full of cookies outside 
Mrs. Wei’s door. 

A note on top reads: “RENT SOON. TREATS NOW”.

INT. SIMONA’S APARTMENT -- NIGHT

Simona finishes packaging a few cookies in a separate box. 

BEDROOM

The sun is just beginning to rise outside the window as 
Simona collapses facedown onto her bed. 

INT. SIMONA’S APARTMENT -- DAY

Simona slaps her alarm clock.  12:30.

INT. SIMONA’S APARTMENT -- DAY

Simona stares into the fridge still in her underwear and 
nightshirt.

SIMONA
(to herself)

I don’t feel like cooking. 

GORDON THE PARROT
Errr hack. 

Simona shrugs and heads back to her room.

SIMONA
So much for last night.

INT. APARTMENT BUILDING - HALLWAY -- DAY

Simona tiptoes past Mrs. Wei’s door, only to hear it open 
behind her. 

MRS. WEI
Simona! 

Simona cringes. 
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SIMONA
Mrs. Wei. Hi... I’ll have the rent 
soon-

MRS. WEI
(joyfully)

Don’t be silly! You’ll get it when 
you get it.

Simona is taken aback.

SIMONA
What?

MRS. WEI
Now. Are you hungry? We’re just 
sitting down to lunch. 

SIMONA
(suspiciously)

Mrs. Wei is everything alright? 

MRS. WEI
Of course, of course. Now come.

INT. MRS. WEI’S APARTMENT -- DAY

The entire Wei family - Mrs & Mr. Wei, their 2 adult sons, 
and grandmother - all watch Simona eat with wide grins on 
their faces. 

SIMONA
Delicious. Thank you. 

They all keep grinning, nodding, starring. 

SIMONA (CONT'D)
While I’m here. Mr. Wei, there’s 
still an issue with some of my 
light bulbs.

MR. WEI
(manically eager)

Absolutely! I’ll fix it right away. 
And please, call me Huang!

She nods. What is happening???

SIMONA
Sure...

She sees the tupperware container of cookies open on the 
counter. 
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SIMONA (CONT'D)
Did you all enjoy my cookies? 

They all nod with the eagerness of a cult follower.

MRS. WEI
Simona... do you have a boyfriend? 
A husband?

The two Wei sons - JIMMY and TRAN - fawn over her.

SIMONA
I think I’ll just stick with just 
the chow mein, thanks. 

BABA WEI
(in Mandarin)

She can have me too if she wants.

INT. NONA’S - DINING ROOM -- DAY

Simona enters, passing Cam. The place is dead, with just a 
few, scattered lunch customers.

SIMONA
How’d your night go?

CAM
Left early. Had to see a man about 
his rooster.

SIMONA
TMI Cam. TMI.

INT. NONA’S - KITCHEN -- DAY

Simona throws on her apron. 

Alex is prepping his station, hung-over but functional.

SIMONA
Fun night? 

ALEX
A bit too much.

SIMONA
Sorry I didn’t- couldn’t-

ALEX
Don’t be silly. 
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A pause.

ALEX (CONT'D)
Amilio is off today. Just me and 
you. 

He offers a fist bump, which Simona hits.   

SIMONA
Thank fucking God.

He looks away, Simona steals a longer glance - hiding her 
grin.

INT. KITCHEN -- LATER

The two get to work, knives flying, garnish dancing, plates 
sliding down the line, picked up at the window, and hitting 
the tables. 

The two are on the same save length. And having fun. 

INT. DINING ROOM -- DAY

MARY (56) & MICHAEL (58) wait at their table in silence. 
Looking over the menu. 

The tension between the two is palpable - their relationship 
painfully stale. 

Cam arrives. 

CAM
Can I start you two off with 
anything to drink? 

MARY
(a bit too quickly)

Dirty martini. A double... You know 
what - make that two. 

CAM
Okay. So two double martini’s? And-

MICHAEL
-still water is just fine... Oh and 
a calamari to share. 

CAM
Great.

Cam walks away. 
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Both are silent, trying to think of something to say. 

MICHAEL
Did I tell you about the shed this 
morning? 

MARY
Yup...

MICHAEL
Hmm...

INT. KITCHEN -- CONTINUOUS

Cam approaches the window. 

CAM
Order of Calamari... And step on 
it, these two need all the help 
they can get. 

A BASKET OF CALAMARI

...pops up, out of the fryer. Brandon dumps it out onto a 
plate messily. 

He brings it to the service window. 

BRANDON
Order-

SIMONA
Brandon, don’t you fucking dare.

He drops the plate.  

Simona re-plates the calamari. She’s almost done when Alex 
walks by. 

ALEX
Behind. 

He’s hip brushes into her accidentally as he goes. 

SIMONA
(playfully)

Watch it bud.

He grins and keeps walking. 

Simona looks after him lustfully. 
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She absentmindedly puts the final garnish on the plate - a 
sprinkle of salt in the dip and a wedge of lemon.

SIMONA (CONT'D)
Order up. Calamari.

INT. DINING ROOM -- CONTINUOUS

Mary and Michael sit in silence.

Mary sucks on an olive from her martini. 

MICHAEL
Did I tell you, they had a great 
deal on corn at the supermarket? 
Really good. 12 ears for 4 dollars. 

MARY
Mmhmmm

MICHAEL
I didn’t buy any, but it was a 
really good deal...

More silence. 

Cam drops the calamari off at their table. 

CAM
Your calamari.

MICHAEL
Oh goodie.

MARY
(under her breath)

Thank God... 

CAM
Will you folks be wanting anything 
else from the kitchen? 

MICHAEL
I think we’re okay thanks.

Cam walks away. 

The lemon is squeezed over top and Michael and Mary each grab 
a piece of calamari. They take a bite. 

They swallow. 

...And then their eyes meet. 
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They stare at each other with a hunger, and then sweep their 
table clear, launching themselves towards each other. 

They make-out with a fury that their relationship hasn’t seen 
in decades. 

INT. SERVICE WINDOW -- CONTINUOUS

Doug leans against the counter near the service window. 

Cam punches in a ticket. 

CAM
Table five is the reason I’m never 
getting married.

INT. DINING ROOM -- CONTINUOUS

Mary is now on the table and Michael is on Mary, ravishing 
her bosom. 

INT. SERVICE WINDOW -- CONTINUOUS

They notice the commotion.

DOUG
What the hell!?

Doug rushes over. 

Cam turns around and watches as Doug and another server pull 
the two apart. 

CAM
Oh. My. God. 

SIMONA
What’s going on? 

CAM
Those people were 30 seconds away 
from fucking on the table. 

SIMONA
Seriously?

CAM
They were going at it like the 
discovery channel.

Simona peaks her head out. 
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She watches as Mary and Michael are escorted out of the 
restaurant. 

ALEX
Wonder what got into them.

INT. KITCHEN -- CONTINUOUS

Simona works with a smile on her face. 

She adds the last touch to a salad. 

INT. DINING ROOM -- LATER

A man beams, grinning like a lunatic as he eats his salad 
alone. People stare at him: a little worried.

INT. KITCHEN -- LATER

Simona still smiling, finishes a dish of meat, rice and 
potatoes. 

INT. DINING ROOM -- LATER

A dad coaxes his screaming baby to eat a forkful of rice. 
Immediately the baby stops crying, smiling in joy. The 
parents laugh in surprise. 

INT. KITCHEN -- LATER

Simona puts the final touch on a pizza dramatically - eyes 
closed, like a virtuoso pianist striking the final notes of a 
piece. 

INT. DINING ROOM -- LATER

Match cut to a middle-aged dad eating the final bite of his 
pizza in a similar fashion. 

INT. DINING ROOM -- LATER

Cam picks up the tip tray off the table after the pizza-man 
leaves with his wife and kids. 

He sings operatically as they exit. 
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Cam stares in disbelief at the monumental amount of cash left 
behind.

INT. SERVICE WINDOW -- CONTINUOUS 

Cam approaches, counting the bills. 

CAM
What in the hell are you two 
serving? I just got tipped 45%!

INT. KITCHEN -- LATER

End of the night. The dining room is empty. Servers case out. 
Bus boys sweep up. 

Simona approaches Alex at his station.

ALEX
Hey. Good service tonight.

SIMONA
Thanks. You too. 

An awkward pause.

SIMONA (CONT'D)
I - ah - made you something. For 
your birthday to make up for... 

ALEX
Oh, you didn’t have to-

Both are a bit awkward. But it’s good awkward. 

She puts the small box on the counter. 

SIMONA
It’s nothing. Just some cookies.

ALEX
That’s perfect thanks. 

She starts to pull away. But Alex opens the box. 

ALEX (CONT'D)
I needed a bit of a sugar kick 
actually. 

He breaks one in half and offers a piece. She takes it.

They each take a bite. Alex’s eyes glaze over. 
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He looks at Simona. Without a word he leans in for a kiss. 

Surprised, Simona kisses him back. 

Left sitting on the counter is the small box of cookies.

...

...

WANT TO KEEP READING? 

SHOOT ME AN EMAIL: 

PETERSRECKOVIC@GMAIL.COM
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